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MODULESMODULES

1.1. BASIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES. BASIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES. 
2.2. GOOD BOILER OPERATING PRACTICE. GOOD BOILER OPERATING PRACTICE. 
3.3. BOILER INSPECTION PRACTICE.BOILER INSPECTION PRACTICE.
4.4. BOILER REPAIR PRACTICE.BOILER REPAIR PRACTICE.



AFBC boiler design PrinciplesAFBC boiler design Principles



BOILER DESIGN PARAMETERS BOILER DESIGN PARAMETERS ––
PRIMARY.PRIMARY.

-- MAIN STEAM FLOW.MAIN STEAM FLOW.
-- AUXILIARY STEAM CONSUMPTIONS BEFORE STOP AUXILIARY STEAM CONSUMPTIONS BEFORE STOP 

VALVE.VALVE.
-- MAIN STEAM PRESSURE.MAIN STEAM PRESSURE.
-- MAIN STEAM TEMPERATURE.MAIN STEAM TEMPERATURE.
-- FEED WATER TEMPERATURE AT ECONOMISER INLET.FEED WATER TEMPERATURE AT ECONOMISER INLET.



THE FOREGOING PARAMETERS THE FOREGOING PARAMETERS 
DECIDE BOILER HEAT OUTPUT.DECIDE BOILER HEAT OUTPUT.



PARAMETERS THAT DECIDE  BOILER PARAMETERS THAT DECIDE  BOILER 
HEAT INPUTHEAT INPUT

FUELS TO BE FIRED.FUELS TO BE FIRED.
FUEL ULTIMATE ANALYSIS.FUEL ULTIMATE ANALYSIS.
(ELEMENTAL CONSTITUENTS.)(ELEMENTAL CONSTITUENTS.)
SUCH AS SUCH AS –– C,H, N,O,S etc., C,H, N,O,S etc., 
AS FIRED FUEL MOISTURE.AS FIRED FUEL MOISTURE.
CALORIFIC VALUE OF FUEL.CALORIFIC VALUE OF FUEL.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE.AMBIENT TEMPERATURE.
RELATIVE HUMIDITY.RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
SITE ALTITUDE.SITE ALTITUDE.
LOAD PATTERN. LOAD PATTERN. 



PARAMETERS FOR DETAILED DESIGN.PARAMETERS FOR DETAILED DESIGN.

-- CONTROLS DESIRED.CONTROLS DESIRED.
-- DETAILED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.DETAILED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
-- EMISSION NORMS.EMISSION NORMS.

-- LAYOUT PREFERENCESLAYOUT PREFERENCES..



BOILER DUTY?BOILER DUTY?

BOILER HEAT OUTPUT/DUTY = BOILER HEAT OUTPUT/DUTY = 

STEAM FLOW x (MAIN STEAM ENTHALPY STEAM FLOW x (MAIN STEAM ENTHALPY ––
FEED WATER ENTHALPY)FEED WATER ENTHALPY)



HEAT OUTPUTHEAT OUTPUT



EFFICIENCYEFFICIENCY

WHEN WE CONVERT FUEL (FOSSIL) ENERGY TO STEAM, WHEN WE CONVERT FUEL (FOSSIL) ENERGY TO STEAM, 
THERE ARE LOSSES.THERE ARE LOSSES.

Efficiency  =
Heat liberated by fuel - losses

Heat liberated by fuel



Depending upon the combustion mechanism the Depending upon the combustion mechanism the 
unburned carbon particles are found in the ash unburned carbon particles are found in the ash 
In the case of liquid / gaseous fuels, unburned In the case of liquid / gaseous fuels, unburned 
gases leave the boiler. gases leave the boiler. 
The fuel size, the combustor design, fuel The fuel size, the combustor design, fuel 
moisture / fixed carbon / ash / volatile matter moisture / fixed carbon / ash / volatile matter 
govern this loss.govern this loss.

LOSS 1:LOSS 1: Heat lost through unburned carbon particles Heat lost through unburned carbon particles 
in the ash removed from the boiler :in the ash removed from the boiler :



LOSS 1:LOSS 1: Heat lost through unburned carbon particles Heat lost through unburned carbon particles 
in boiler ash in boiler ash 

***  UBC IS DIFFERENT FROM HEAT LOST THROUGH ASH



Depending upon the boiler arrangement the ash Depending upon the boiler arrangement the ash 
collection rate and ash temperatures vary at various ash collection rate and ash temperatures vary at various ash 
hoppers. hoppers. 
This loss is not applicable for liquid fuels and gaseous This loss is not applicable for liquid fuels and gaseous 
fuels. fuels. 
Some of the heat given by the fuel is used up for letting Some of the heat given by the fuel is used up for letting 
the ash at higher temperature than the temperature at the ash at higher temperature than the temperature at 
which it came into the combustor.which it came into the combustor.

LOSS 2:LOSS 2: Heat lost towards sensible heat of ash in fuel.Heat lost towards sensible heat of ash in fuel.



LOSS 2:LOSS 2: Heat lost towards sensible heat in ashHeat lost towards sensible heat in ash



The water vapor prevalent in atmospheric air also gets The water vapor prevalent in atmospheric air also gets 
inside the furnace when the fan supplies combustion air. inside the furnace when the fan supplies combustion air. 
Naturally, a part of the heat has to be given for heating Naturally, a part of the heat has to be given for heating 
the water vapor from atmospheric temperature to boiler the water vapor from atmospheric temperature to boiler 
exit temperature.exit temperature.

LOSS 3:LOSS 3: Heat lost through heating up Heat lost through heating up 
of atmospheric moisture. of atmospheric moisture. 



LOSS 3:LOSS 3: Heat lost through heating up Heat lost through heating up 
of atmospheric moisture. of atmospheric moisture. 



There is always some moisture in fuel. In agro fuels such There is always some moisture in fuel. In agro fuels such 
as the bagasse, wood it could be as much as 50%. as the bagasse, wood it could be as much as 50%. 
Part of the heat from the fuel is used up for evaporation Part of the heat from the fuel is used up for evaporation 
of fuel moisture and the water vapor formed during of fuel moisture and the water vapor formed during 
combustion of hydrogen, hydrocarbons. combustion of hydrogen, hydrocarbons. 
Depending on the exit temperature, the water vapor Depending on the exit temperature, the water vapor 
leaves the boiler at superheated condition. leaves the boiler at superheated condition. 

LOSS 4:LOSS 4:

Heat lost through the evaporation of fuel moisture Heat lost through the evaporation of fuel moisture 
and the moisture formed during combustion due to and the moisture formed during combustion due to 

fuel constituents such as hydrogen and fuel constituents such as hydrogen and 
hydrocarbons (methane / ethane) . hydrocarbons (methane / ethane) . 



LOSS 4LOSS 4

Heat lost through the evaporation of fuel moisture &Heat lost through the evaporation of fuel moisture &
the moisture formed during combustion. the moisture formed during combustion. 



Since the heat lost through the flue gas through air Since the heat lost through the flue gas through air 
moisture & fuel moisture are separately estimated, the left moisture & fuel moisture are separately estimated, the left 
out component is the heat lost through the dry flue gas. out component is the heat lost through the dry flue gas. 
By designing the boiler for low exit gas temperature the By designing the boiler for low exit gas temperature the 
loss can be kept minimum.loss can be kept minimum.
Further, the lower the excess air percentage, the loss will Further, the lower the excess air percentage, the loss will 
be lower.be lower.

Heat lost through the dry flue gas at  the end of Heat lost through the dry flue gas at  the end of 
heat recovery device  of the Boiler.heat recovery device  of the Boiler.

LOSS 5:LOSS 5:



Heat lost through the dry flue gas at  the end of Heat lost through the dry flue gas at  the end of 
heat recovery device of the Boiler.heat recovery device of the Boiler.

LOSS 5:LOSS 5:



Radiation losses occur due to heat flow from the hot Radiation losses occur due to heat flow from the hot 
insulated / uninsulated surface of the boiler and insulated / uninsulated surface of the boiler and 
accessories. accessories. 
A portion of the heat from fuel goes for this. The A portion of the heat from fuel goes for this. The 
condition of boiler insulation will decide this. Heat loss is condition of boiler insulation will decide this. Heat loss is 
unavoidable, but it can be minimized, by choosing to unavoidable, but it can be minimized, by choosing to 
apply insulation in the proper manner to the required apply insulation in the proper manner to the required 
thickness. thickness. 
Standard radiation heat loss chart is available to Standard radiation heat loss chart is available to 
estimate the heat lost to surrounding. The % loss never estimate the heat lost to surrounding. The % loss never 
exceeds 1%.exceeds 1%.

LOSS  6:LOSS  6: Radiation heat lost to surrounding.Radiation heat lost to surrounding.



LOSS 6:LOSS 6: Radiation heat lost to surrounding.Radiation heat lost to surrounding.



BOILER THERMAL EFFICIENCY BOILER THERMAL EFFICIENCY 



HOW TO MINIMISE THESEHOW TO MINIMISE THESE
LOSSES OR MAXIMISE EFFICIENCYLOSSES OR MAXIMISE EFFICIENCY



The oxygen reaction with fuel is influenced by The oxygen reaction with fuel is influenced by 
several factors. Smaller the fuel size, more several factors. Smaller the fuel size, more 
surface area is exposed. The reaction of oxygen surface area is exposed. The reaction of oxygen 
will be faster. Otherwise the oxygen supplied will be faster. Otherwise the oxygen supplied 
may not be consumed by the fuel and the may not be consumed by the fuel and the 
oxygen may simply come out through the oxygen may simply come out through the 
chimney. The bigger the fuel size, the oxygen chimney. The bigger the fuel size, the oxygen 
has to take more time to diffuse through the has to take more time to diffuse through the 
fuel. Before the diffusion process is complete, fuel. Before the diffusion process is complete, 
the fuel may come out of the combustion zone. the fuel may come out of the combustion zone. 

LOSS 1:LOSS 1: Heat lost through unburned carbon particlesHeat lost through unburned carbon particles
in the ashin the ash



Three Three ‘‘TT’’s, namely, s, namely, Time, temperature and Time, temperature and 
turbulenceturbulence are the main factors for a complete are the main factors for a complete 
combustion. The three factors vary with the combustion. The three factors vary with the 
combustion technology.combustion technology.

LOSS 1:LOSS 1:

Heat lost thro unburned carbon particles in Heat lost thro unburned carbon particles in 
ashash



-- FBC Technology with Underbed fuel feeding FBC Technology with Underbed fuel feeding 
arrangement ensures three arrangement ensures three ‘‘T's are available. T's are available. 
Thorough air Thorough air -- fuel mixing, uniform combustion fuel mixing, uniform combustion 
temperature and good amount of residence time temperature and good amount of residence time 
ensure good burn up of the fuelensure good burn up of the fuel. . 

-- Overfed FBC boilers are certainly falling behind Overfed FBC boilers are certainly falling behind 
in this respect, as the in this respect, as the residence timeresidence time for the fuel for the fuel 
to stay within the bed is less.to stay within the bed is less.

LOSS 1:LOSS 1: Heat lost through unburned carbon particlesHeat lost through unburned carbon particles
in the ash removed from the boilerin the ash removed from the boiler



If it is practical, all the If it is practical, all the ash should be removed from the ash should be removed from the 
flue gas at dust collector before chimneyflue gas at dust collector before chimney. Depending on . Depending on 
the boiler configurations, ash hoppers are to be provided the boiler configurations, ash hoppers are to be provided 
wherever the gas takes a turn.wherever the gas takes a turn.
Ash coolers are used to recover the heat from the ash, Ash coolers are used to recover the heat from the ash, 

particularly where the ash is removed from the Furnace.particularly where the ash is removed from the Furnace.

LOSS 2:LOSS 2: Heat lost towards sensible heat of ash in fuel.Heat lost towards sensible heat of ash in fuel.



The main factor is the The main factor is the fuel moisturefuel moisture. Closed sheds to . Closed sheds to 
prevent rainwater entry into fuel storage yard would prevent rainwater entry into fuel storage yard would 
keep the loss minimum. Solar drying of fuel would help keep the loss minimum. Solar drying of fuel would help 
in achieving overall economy. in achieving overall economy. Flue gas dryingFlue gas drying is being is being 
adopted in the case of adopted in the case of bagassebagasse..

LOSS 3:LOSS 3: Heat lost through the evaporation of fuel moisture and Heat lost through the evaporation of fuel moisture and 
the moisture formed during combustion the moisture formed during combustion 



As explained earlier, the loss is because of the As explained earlier, the loss is because of the moisture in moisture in 
ambientambient. One has to ensure the . One has to ensure the air is not drawn from air is not drawn from 
closed roomsclosed rooms where the air is saturated with water vapor where the air is saturated with water vapor 
such as paper mills, or near cooling tower. such as paper mills, or near cooling tower. 

LOSS 4:LOSS 4: Heat lost through heating up of Heat lost through heating up of 
atmospheric moistureatmospheric moisture



The boiler must be completely insulated with proper The boiler must be completely insulated with proper 
insulation materials. Hand made mattresses do not have insulation materials. Hand made mattresses do not have 
uniform density. uniform density. Resin bonded mattresses would give Resin bonded mattresses would give 
better insulationbetter insulation of the boiler. Depending upon the hot of the boiler. Depending upon the hot 
surface temperature and prevailing wind conditions, the surface temperature and prevailing wind conditions, the 
heat loss to surrounding will be more. It is important to heat loss to surrounding will be more. It is important to 
periodically check and replace the insulation as and when periodically check and replace the insulation as and when 
necessary.  In order to keep the fuel bills to a minimum, it necessary.  In order to keep the fuel bills to a minimum, it 
is necessary is necessary to keep the valves, steam piping and to keep the valves, steam piping and 
condensate piping insulated.condensate piping insulated.

Radiation heat lost to surrounding.Radiation heat lost to surrounding.LOSS 5:LOSS 5:



Excess air is a must to complete the combustion. Excess air is a must to complete the combustion. 
The combustor design and fuel quality govern  The combustor design and fuel quality govern  
excess air required for complete combustion.excess air required for complete combustion.
Each combustion technology dictates a set of Each combustion technology dictates a set of 
parameters to be checked and maintained to parameters to be checked and maintained to 
ensure proper combustion and to keep the excess ensure proper combustion and to keep the excess 
air minimum.air minimum.

Heat lost through the dry flue gas at theHeat lost through the dry flue gas at the
end of heat recovery end of heat recovery 
device of the Boiler.device of the Boiler.

LOSS 6:LOSS 6:



In the case of solid fuel fired boilers, inadequate In the case of solid fuel fired boilers, inadequate 
air will lead to black smoke and unburnt fuel in air will lead to black smoke and unburnt fuel in 
ash. It is necessary to strike a balance between ash. It is necessary to strike a balance between 
the unburnt in ash and the excess air based on the unburnt in ash and the excess air based on 
the combustion technology.the combustion technology.
The flue gas composition is decided by the fuel The flue gas composition is decided by the fuel 
and excess air. Hence, it is customary to spell and excess air. Hence, it is customary to spell 
out the CO2 or O2 level in flue gas to be out the CO2 or O2 level in flue gas to be 
maintained to set the excess air. High excess air maintained to set the excess air. High excess air 
leads to throwing more heat in to the chimney.leads to throwing more heat in to the chimney.

Heat lost through the dry flue gas at theHeat lost through the dry flue gas at the
end of heat recovery end of heat recovery 
device of the Boiler.device of the Boiler.

LOSS 6:LOSS 6:



In addition to excess air, Boiler outlet gas In addition to excess air, Boiler outlet gas 
temperature will decide the amount of heat lost temperature will decide the amount of heat lost 
to chimney.to chimney.
Boilers are designed with heat recovery devices Boilers are designed with heat recovery devices 
such as such as Economizer, air heater or feed water Economizer, air heater or feed water 
heaterheater to bring down the gas temperature to 140 to bring down the gas temperature to 140 
deg C to 170 deg C. deg C to 170 deg C. 

LOSS 6:LOSS 6:



Chimney has to be suitably lined with refractory Chimney has to be suitably lined with refractory 
to protect against corrosion. Corrosion occurs due to protect against corrosion. Corrosion occurs due 
to Sulfurto Sulfur--didi--oxide condensation. Sulfuroxide condensation. Sulfur--didi--oxide is oxide is 
produced due to sulfur content in fuel. produced due to sulfur content in fuel. 
Otherwise also the water vapor in flue gas, which Otherwise also the water vapor in flue gas, which 
is due to fuel moisture / air moisture also is due to fuel moisture / air moisture also 
condense and lead to corrosion of steel.condense and lead to corrosion of steel.

LOSS 6:LOSS 6:



Allowing high exhaust temperature with Allowing high exhaust temperature with 
choked air heater, fouled economizer choked air heater, fouled economizer 
leads to poor efficiency of the boiler. leads to poor efficiency of the boiler. 
deposits. deposits. 
Honey combing of ash accumulations is Honey combing of ash accumulations is 
seen in some agro waste fired boilers. seen in some agro waste fired boilers. 

LOSS 6:LOSS 6:



BLOW DOWN BLOW DOWN 

Blow down loss is not listed in the estimation of Blow down loss is not listed in the estimation of 
boiler efficiency, for reason the amount of blow boiler efficiency, for reason the amount of blow 
down is governed by the down is governed by the feed water and the feed water and the 
boiler water qualityboiler water quality. . 
Continuous blow down helps to maintain a Continuous blow down helps to maintain a 
steady value of boiler water steady value of boiler water TDS, silicaTDS, silica and the and the 
loss will be minimum in the process. loss will be minimum in the process. 
Intermittent blow down would lead to a higher Intermittent blow down would lead to a higher 
heat loss.heat loss.



FUEL FEED RATEFUEL FEED RATE

FUEL FEED RATE  = FUEL FEED RATE  = HEAT OUTPUT HEAT OUTPUT 
EFFICIENCY x FUEL GCVEFFICIENCY x FUEL GCV

As fired fuel GCV is different from what is reported As fired fuel GCV is different from what is reported 
from lab.from lab.



(100 (100 –– MMAFRAFR))
AS FIRED GCV  =                         x GCVAS FIRED GCV  =                         x GCVADBADB

(100 (100 –– MMADBADB))
MMAFRAFR -- Moisture as fired (To be done by plant lab).Moisture as fired (To be done by plant lab).
MMADB      ADB      -- Moisture air dried basisMoisture air dried basis
GCVGCVADB ADB -- GCV air dried basis (from Lab report)GCV air dried basis (from Lab report)

At LAB, the fuel sample is powdered and dried. At LAB, the fuel sample is powdered and dried. 
Portion of fuel moisture thus gone. Portion of fuel moisture thus gone. 
The fuel GCV is thus called GCV on air dried basis.The fuel GCV is thus called GCV on air dried basis.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AIR DRIED DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AIR DRIED 
BASIS GCV & AS FIRED GCVBASIS GCV & AS FIRED GCV



FUEL FIRING RATEFUEL FIRING RATE



Every fuel has elements that are Every fuel has elements that are 
combustibles and non combustibles and non 

combustibles.combustibles.

COALCOAL

COMBUSTIBLES            NON COMBUSTIBLESCOMBUSTIBLES            NON COMBUSTIBLES

C C -- Carbon                    MoistureCarbon                    Moisture
H H -- Hydrogen                Nitrogen Hydrogen                Nitrogen 
S S -- Sulfur                      OxygenSulfur                      Oxygen

AshAsh
Ultimate Analysis of fuel gives the  above constituents on Ultimate Analysis of fuel gives the  above constituents on 

Air Dried Basis.        Air Dried Basis.        



ELEMENTAL CONSTITUENTS ARE ELEMENTAL CONSTITUENTS ARE 
CORRECTED FOR AS FIRED MOISTURE CORRECTED FOR AS FIRED MOISTURE 

BASISBASIS

(100 (100 –– MMAFRAFR))
Carbon AFR (CCarbon AFR (CAFRAFR)  =                         x C)  =                         x CADBADB

(100 (100 –– MMADBADB))

MMAFRAFR -- Moisture as fired (To be done by plant lab).Moisture as fired (To be done by plant lab).
MMADB      ADB      -- Moisture air dried basisMoisture air dried basis
CCADB      ADB      –– Carbon air dried basis (from Lab report)Carbon air dried basis (from Lab report)



COMBUSTION EQUATIONSCOMBUSTION EQUATIONS

C  + 0C  + 022 =     CO=     CO22 + heat+ heat
12 + 32              4412 + 32              44
1   + 32/12         44/121   + 32/12         44/12
1   + 2.644         3.644  kg/kg  1   + 2.644         3.644  kg/kg  

S  + 0S  + 02 2 =    SO=    SO22 + heat+ heat
1   + 0.998        1   + 0.998        1.998  kg/kg1.998  kg/kg

HH22 + 0+ 022 =   =   HH22O + heatO + heat
1  + 7.937          8.937  kg/kg1  + 7.937          8.937  kg/kg



If we have to burn the fuel we need to give OIf we have to burn the fuel we need to give O22 for for 
combustion. The source for Ocombustion. The source for O22 is atmosphere. But is atmosphere. But 
atmosphere has Oatmosphere has O22, N, N22 and Hand H220. Thus the air required 0. Thus the air required 
flue gas produced are calculated.flue gas produced are calculated.



STOCHIOMETRIC AIR/EXCESS AIRSTOCHIOMETRIC AIR/EXCESS AIR

Stochiometric Air Requirement is calculated simply from Stochiometric Air Requirement is calculated simply from 
molecular balance. In reality for complete burning, molecular balance. In reality for complete burning, 
different combustion technologies need different excess different combustion technologies need different excess 
air.air.



EXCESS AIR RANGEEXCESS AIR RANGE

Traveling grate (Coal fired) Traveling grate (Coal fired) -- 35 35 –– 60%60%
Under bed FBC                   Under bed FBC                   -- 20 20 –– 25%25%
Over bed FBC                     Over bed FBC                     -- 30 30 –– 35%35%
Pulverized fuel firing           Pulverized fuel firing           -- 20%20%
Natural gas firing                Natural gas firing                -- 10%10%
Oil firing                            Oil firing                            -- 15%15%

The minimum excess air is arrived at based on CO level in flue gThe minimum excess air is arrived at based on CO level in flue gasas..



AIR REQUIREMENTAIR REQUIREMENT



AIR REQUIREMENTAIR REQUIREMENT



FLUE GAS PRODUCEDFLUE GAS PRODUCED



FLUE GAS PRODUCEDFLUE GAS PRODUCED



FORCED DRAUGHT FANFORCED DRAUGHT FAN
SIZING SIZING 



FD fan sizingFD fan sizing



Typically 60% fans are selected to limit the kWTypically 60% fans are selected to limit the kW
A margin of 10 to 15 % is added for motor A margin of 10 to 15 % is added for motor 
kW selection.kW selection.

Fans are selected with 20 Fans are selected with 20 –– 25 % on design flow25 % on design flow
Head is based on past operational data as well.Head is based on past operational data as well.

Design head x Design flow x100Design head x Design flow x100
Fan operating power kW  =Fan operating power kW  =

% Efficiency x 101% Efficiency x 101

SELECTION OF FANSELECTION OF FAN





FD FAN HEAD HAS TO MEET THE FOLLOWING LOSSESFD FAN HEAD HAS TO MEET THE FOLLOWING LOSSES
•• Inlet silencer                            = 25Inlet silencer                            = 25
•• Ducting                                    = 30Ducting                                    = 30
•• Air pre heater                            = 60Air pre heater                            = 60
•• Flow meter                                = 25Flow meter                                = 25
•• Damper                                     = 10Damper                                     = 10
•• Distributor plate pressure drop     = 125 Distributor plate pressure drop     = 125 -- 200200
•• Bed height                                 = 450 Bed height                                 = 450 -- 550550

Total losses    Total losses    = 725 = 725 –– 900 mmWC900 mmWC



INDUCED DRAUGHT FANINDUCED DRAUGHT FAN
SIZING SIZING 



ID fan sizingID fan sizing





ID FAN HEAD HAS TO MEET THE FOLLOWING LOSSES ID FAN HEAD HAS TO MEET THE FOLLOWING LOSSES 
ON THE FLUE GAS SIDE.ON THE FLUE GAS SIDE.
•• Furnace                                    = 5Furnace                                    = 5
•• Super heater                              = 10Super heater                              = 10
•• Economizer                                = 20Economizer                                = 20
•• Air preheater                              = 75Air preheater                              = 75
•• Electrostatic precipitator              = 30Electrostatic precipitator              = 30
•• Damper (Suction)                       = 10Damper (Suction)                       = 10
•• Damper (Discharge)                    = 10 Damper (Discharge)                    = 10 
•• Gas ducting                                = 25Gas ducting                                = 25

Total losses         = 185 mmWCTotal losses         = 185 mmWC

INDUCED DRAUGHT FANINDUCED DRAUGHT FAN



PA FAN HEAD HAS TO MEET THE FOLLOWING LOSSES PA FAN HEAD HAS TO MEET THE FOLLOWING LOSSES 
DuctingDucting
•• Inlet & delivery Dampers and ductingInlet & delivery Dampers and ducting
•• Venturi / Mixing nozzleVenturi / Mixing nozzle
•• Fuel pipingFuel piping
•• Bed heightBed height

Based on operating experience / design practice Based on operating experience / design practice 
the Fan head is selected as 800 / 900 mmWC. the Fan head is selected as 800 / 900 mmWC. 
PA fan boosts the air pressure from FD system. PA fan boosts the air pressure from FD system. 

PRIMARY AIR FANPRIMARY AIR FAN



PRIMARY AIR FANPRIMARY AIR FAN



PRIMARY AIR FANPRIMARY AIR FAN



BOILER HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT BOILER HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
SIZINGSIZING

Boiler pressure part arrangement is Boiler pressure part arrangement is 
different from boiler to boiler and different from boiler to boiler and 
designer to designer. However the designer to designer. However the 
design guidelines can not be very design guidelines can not be very 
much different. much different. 

The heat duty of each section will The heat duty of each section will 
vary from a design to design.vary from a design to design.



FBC COMBUSTOR DESIGN FBC COMBUSTOR DESIGN 
FUNDAMENTALSFUNDAMENTALS

BED HEAT TRANSFER AREABED HEAT TRANSFER AREA
BED CROSS SECTIONAL AREABED CROSS SECTIONAL AREA
FUEL PIPING SELECTION & LAYOUTFUEL PIPING SELECTION & LAYOUT
AIR NOZZLE SIZINGAIR NOZZLE SIZING
ASH DRAIN LOCATIONASH DRAIN LOCATION
INSTRUMENTATION FOR BED HEIGHT, AIRBOX INSTRUMENTATION FOR BED HEIGHT, AIRBOX 
PRESSURE, BED TEMPERATUREPRESSURE, BED TEMPERATURE



Heat from airHeat from air

Heat from burnt fuelHeat from burnt fuel

Heat to flue gas leaving bedHeat to flue gas leaving bed

Heat to fuel moistureHeat to fuel moisture

Heat to water from combustion Heat to water from combustion 
of hydrogenof hydrogen

Heat to ashHeat to ash

Bed super heater dutyBed super heater duty

Heat to Air moistureHeat to Air moisture
++

BalanceBalance : Bed evaporator duty: Bed evaporator duty

BED HEAT DUTYBED HEAT DUTY



Unburnt carbon loss                        Unburnt carbon loss                        = 3%= 3%
Total heat loss through ash             Total heat loss through ash             = 2.09%= 2.09%
Heat loss through moisture in air      Heat loss through moisture in air      = 2.18%= 2.18%
Heat loss through moisture Heat loss through moisture 

& H2 in fuel              & H2 in fuel              = 9.35 %= 9.35 %
Heat loss through dry flue gas            Heat loss through dry flue gas            = 39.61%= 39.61%
Radiation loss to water wall                Radiation loss to water wall                = 6.04%= 6.04%
Heat lost to bed super heater              Heat lost to bed super heater              = 5.33%      = 5.33%      

Total losses                                      Total losses                                      = 67.6%= 67.6%

BED HEAT DUTY BED HEAT DUTY -- LOSSESLOSSES



% heat to be transferred to Bed coil % heat to be transferred to Bed coil = (100 = (100 -- 67.63)%67.63)%
% Heat transferred to Bed coil         % Heat transferred to Bed coil         = 32.4%= 32.4%
Fuel heat input in the bed               Fuel heat input in the bed               = Fuel fired * GCV= Fuel fired * GCV

=20621*3709.73 =20621*3709.73 
=76498342.3 kcal/hr=76498342.3 kcal/hr

Actual Heat transferred to bed coil   Actual Heat transferred to bed coil   ==32.4*76498342.332.4*76498342.3
100100

=24785463kcal/hr      =24785463kcal/hr      

Bed coil area required                     Bed coil area required                     = 180.84 m= 180.84 m²²

HEAT TRANSFEER TO BED EVAPORATORHEAT TRANSFEER TO BED EVAPORATOR



BED  HEAT BALANCEBED  HEAT BALANCE



BED  HEAT BALANCEBED  HEAT BALANCE



BED  AREABED  AREA



No of air nozzle No of air nozzle 



No of  air nozzles No of  air nozzles 



DP drop at Cold fluidization conditionDP drop at Cold fluidization condition



HEAT DUTY BREAK UPHEAT DUTY BREAK UP



Primary SH dutyPrimary SH duty

Secondary SH dutySecondary SH duty

Furnace dutyFurnace duty

Economizer dutyEconomizer duty

Air Preheater dutyAir Preheater duty

Bed heat dutyBed heat duty
Bed evaporator dutyBed evaporator duty

Bed super heater dutyBed super heater duty

SECTIONWISE HEAT DUTYSECTIONWISE HEAT DUTY



Heat transfer MechanismsHeat transfer Mechanisms

Conduction : Heat transmission by vibration

Convection : Heat transmission by movement

Radiation : Direct radiation (flame)

Non luminous radiation (Hot gas)

from gases CO2 & H20

Heat transfer due to Electromagnetic rays.



Three modes of heat transferThree modes of heat transfer



Sensible HeatSensible Heat
•• When heat added results in the change in temperature When heat added results in the change in temperature 

(changing Temp, single phase)(changing Temp, single phase)
Latent HeatLatent Heat
•• When the heat added results in a physical change of When the heat added results in a physical change of 

the substance (two phases, constant Temp)the substance (two phases, constant Temp)
Saturation Temperature/PressureSaturation Temperature/Pressure
•• PPsat/sat/TTsatsat

•• The point at which liquid and vapor may exist in The point at which liquid and vapor may exist in 
equilibrium contact with each otherequilibrium contact with each other

Superheat Superheat 
•• When the heat added to steam (rise in temperature, When the heat added to steam (rise in temperature, 

single phase)single phase)





APH Duty APH Duty Air 40Air 40°°CC

Flue gas  Flue gas  

140140°°CC

Air 150Air 150°°CC

Flue gas  Flue gas  

TT11=?=?

APH DutyAPH Duty



ECO Duty ECO Duty Water 105Water 105°°CC

Flue gas  Flue gas  

140140°°CC

Water TWater T2 2 =?=?

Flue gas Flue gas 

500500°°CC

Economiser  Economiser  DutyDuty



Flue gas Flue gas 
TT33 =?=?

SS H DutyH Duty

Convection Convection 
SHSH

Radiant SHRadiant SH 500500°°CC

Saturated steam Saturated steam 

295295°°CC

Super heated steam Super heated steam 

480480°°CC
Radiation Radiation 

HeatHeat



Water wall Water wall Hot gas from bed Hot gas from bed 

925925°°CC

To Radiant SHTo Radiant SH

TT3 3 To Radiant SHTo Radiant SH

Water WallWater Wall



Typical gas velocity limits Typical gas velocity limits 
for FBC Boiler Banks: for FBC Boiler Banks: 

ErosionErosion
Bed                 ---- 2.6m/s

Radiant super heater      ---- 4-6m/s

Convection  super heater   ---- 4-8m/s

Economiser                   ---- 8-10m/s

Air pre heater            ---- 12-16m/s

Gas duct                       ---- 16m/s

Air duct                         ---- 12m/s



Typical water side velocity Typical water side velocity ––
Criteria Criteria –– Pressure DropPressure Drop

Suction piping                ---- 0.5m/s

Pump delivery      ---- 2.5m/s

Economiser coil             ---- 0.5 to 1m/s



Typical design criteria for bed coilTypical design criteria for bed coil

Transverse pitch to avoid erosionTransverse pitch to avoid erosion
Angle of inclination to avoid film boilingAngle of inclination to avoid film boiling
Freedom for thermal expansionFreedom for thermal expansion
Spacer & supportsSpacer & supports
Downcomer / riser for good circulation Downcomer / riser for good circulation 
Proper arrangement for maintenanceProper arrangement for maintenance
Studding / Phoscast to avoid erosionStudding / Phoscast to avoid erosion



Typical design criteria for bed  Typical design criteria for bed  
SuperheaterSuperheater

Transverse pitch to avoid erosionTransverse pitch to avoid erosion
Adequate velocity for safe metal temperatureAdequate velocity for safe metal temperature
Freedom for thermal expansionFreedom for thermal expansion
Spacer & supportsSpacer & supports
Inlet / outlet arrangement to minimize unbalance Inlet / outlet arrangement to minimize unbalance 
Proper arrangement for maintenanceProper arrangement for maintenance
Studding / Phoscast to avoid erosionStudding / Phoscast to avoid erosion



Typical design criteria for Typical design criteria for 
waterwall waterwall 

Pitch to limit fin temperature (50Pitch to limit fin temperature (5000C over tube)C over tube)
Proper downcomer / riser to ensure circulation Proper downcomer / riser to ensure circulation 
Freedom for thermal expansion by proper Freedom for thermal expansion by proper 
supportssupports
Buckstays for stabilityBuckstays for stability
To provide space for gas residence timeTo provide space for gas residence time
To provide enclosure for superheater / To provide enclosure for superheater / 
economisereconomiser



Typical design criteria for SH / Typical design criteria for SH / 
ECO ECO 

Transverse pitch to avoid ash bridgingTransverse pitch to avoid ash bridging
Safe metal temperatureSafe metal temperature
Freedom for thermal expansionFreedom for thermal expansion
Spacer & supportsSpacer & supports
Gas velocity to avoid erosionGas velocity to avoid erosion
Inside velocity to limit pressure dropInside velocity to limit pressure drop
Bank arrangement for ease of inspection Bank arrangement for ease of inspection 
Arrangement to prevent preferential gas flowArrangement to prevent preferential gas flow
Protection against preferential erosionProtection against preferential erosion



Typical design criteria for SH / Typical design criteria for SH / 
ECO ECO 

Transverse pitch to avoid ash bridgingTransverse pitch to avoid ash bridging
Safe metal temperatureSafe metal temperature
Freedom for thermal expansionFreedom for thermal expansion
Spacer & supportsSpacer & supports
Gas velocity to avoid erosionGas velocity to avoid erosion
Inside velocity to limit pressure dropInside velocity to limit pressure drop



Typical print out of convection  SH performanceTypical print out of convection  SH performance



Typical design guideline Typical design guideline 
for Economiser layoutfor Economiser layout



Typical design criteria for APHTypical design criteria for APH

To limit gas side / air side velocity for To limit gas side / air side velocity for 
reasonable pressure dropreasonable pressure drop
To avoid preferential gas flowTo avoid preferential gas flow
Design for differential thermal expansionDesign for differential thermal expansion
Supports for overall expansionSupports for overall expansion



Typical design guideline Typical design guideline 
for DP layoutfor DP layout



Materials for boilersMaterials for boilers

Selection is based on service temperature limit Selection is based on service temperature limit ––
gradual oxidation and loss of strength. gradual oxidation and loss of strength. 
Thickness is based on the actual stress developed Thickness is based on the actual stress developed 
in service based on the inside & outside medium in service based on the inside & outside medium 
temperature and heat transfer coefficient temperature and heat transfer coefficient 



Steel materials used in manufacture of Steel materials used in manufacture of 
boilersboilers

PlatesPlates-- SA 515/516 SA 515/516 GrGr 60/70 , IS 2062, SA 387 60/70 , IS 2062, SA 387 GrGr 11/12/2211/12/22
Pipes Pipes ––SA 106 SA 106 GrGr B, SA 335 P11/P22B, SA 335 P11/P22
TubesTubes--SA 210 SA 210 GrGr A1, SA 213 T11/12/T22A1, SA 213 T11/12/T22
Flats / Fins Flats / Fins --IS 2062 IS 2062 GrGr AA
Sections Sections –– IS 2062 IS 2062 GrGr AA
Forgings Forgings –– SA 105, SA 182 F11/F12/F22SA 105, SA 182 F11/F12/F22
Castings Castings –– SA 216,SA 217,SA 351SA 216,SA 217,SA 351





Valve materialsValve materials



Temperature limitsTemperature limits



Pressure Pressure –– temperature ratingstemperature ratings--
ASME B 16.34ASME B 16.34



FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF 
CIRCULATION SYSTEM DESIGN



** Economizer adds sensible heat to water. The flow is Economizer adds sensible heat to water. The flow is 
by virtue of boiler feed pump.by virtue of boiler feed pump.

** Superheater adds heat to steam. The flow is by virtue Superheater adds heat to steam. The flow is by virtue 
of drum pressure.of drum pressure.

** In evaporators the latent heat is added . Flow is by In evaporators the latent heat is added . Flow is by 
virtue of thermo siphonvirtue of thermo siphon



HEAT INPUT

STEAM DRUM

DOWNCOMER

TO
FURNACE TUBES

FIG 1. FLOW DUE TO DENSITY DIFFERENCE



Evaporators may be Waterwall tubes, Boiler bank tubes or Evaporators may be Waterwall tubes, Boiler bank tubes or 
Bed coils as in FBC boiler. The addition of heat is done at Bed coils as in FBC boiler. The addition of heat is done at 
boiling temperature.boiling temperature.

The flow of water through the evaporator is not by the The flow of water through the evaporator is not by the 
pump but by the fact called thermo siphon. The density of pump but by the fact called thermo siphon. The density of 
the water, saturated or subthe water, saturated or sub--cooled is higher as compared cooled is higher as compared 
the water steam mixture in the heated evaporator tubes.the water steam mixture in the heated evaporator tubes.

The circulation is absent once the boiler firing is stopped.The circulation is absent once the boiler firing is stopped.



BOILING MECHANISMBOILING MECHANISM

•• There are two regimes of boiling mechanisms, namely, the There are two regimes of boiling mechanisms, namely, the 
nucleate boiling and the film boiling. nucleate boiling and the film boiling. 

•• Nucleate boiling is formation and release of steam bubbles Nucleate boiling is formation and release of steam bubbles 
at the tube surface, with water still wetting the surface at the tube surface, with water still wetting the surface 
immediately. Since the tube surface temperature is closer to immediately. Since the tube surface temperature is closer to 
saturation temperature the tube is always safe against saturation temperature the tube is always safe against 
failure.failure.



•• Film boiling is the formation of steam film at the tube Film boiling is the formation of steam film at the tube 
surface, in which the metal temperature rises sharply. surface, in which the metal temperature rises sharply. 
This leads to instantaneous or long term overheating of This leads to instantaneous or long term overheating of 
tubes & failures. Film boiling begins due to high heat flux tubes & failures. Film boiling begins due to high heat flux 
or low velocity or inclined tubes.or low velocity or inclined tubes.

BOILING MECHANISMBOILING MECHANISM



CIRCULATION RATIOCIRCULATION RATIO

1.1. The flow of water through a circuit should be more than The flow of water through a circuit should be more than 
the steam generated in order to protect the tube from the steam generated in order to protect the tube from 
overheating. overheating. 

2.2. The Boiler tubes, its feeding down comer pipes, relief The Boiler tubes, its feeding down comer pipes, relief 
tubes / pipes are arranged in such a way that a desired tubes / pipes are arranged in such a way that a desired 
flow is obtained to safeguard the tubes. flow is obtained to safeguard the tubes. 

Circulation ratio =
Steam generated in the circuit

Total flow through the circuit



Depending the Boiler Design parameters, configuration of 
the boiler this number would be anywhere between 5 & 60. 
In low pressure boilers, this number is on the higher side as 
the density difference between water & steam is high.



Tube deformation / leakage failures / tube to fin weld Tube deformation / leakage failures / tube to fin weld 
failures take place. failures take place. 

The failure mode varies depending upon the flow, heat The failure mode varies depending upon the flow, heat 
input, tube size, boiler configuration, water quality.input, tube size, boiler configuration, water quality.

What if the circulation ratio is less than that required What if the circulation ratio is less than that required 
minimum?:minimum?:



wrinkles seen in tubes Caustic gouging

Cracks on tubeBulging of tubes

Circumferential cracks in tubes Heavy scaling in tubes

Tube sagging Fin cracking

FIGURE 2. ILLUSTRATION SHOWING TUBE FAILURES

WrinklessWrinkless seen in tubes seen in tubes 
Bulging of tubesBulging of tubes
Wrinkle formation &     Wrinkle formation &     
subsequent circular crack subsequent circular crack 
Heavy water side scaling Heavy water side scaling 
inside tubes.inside tubes.
Caustic Corrosion of tubes Caustic Corrosion of tubes 
Prolonged overheating & Prolonged overheating & 
irregular cracks on tubesirregular cracks on tubes
Sagging of tubes if orientation  Sagging of tubes if orientation  
is horizontal /  inclinedis horizontal /  inclined
Tube to fin weld crackTube to fin weld crack



No of downcomers, diameter , thickness,  layoutNo of downcomers, diameter , thickness,  layout
No of downcomers are selected depending upon the No of downcomers are selected depending upon the 
heat duty of each section of evaporator tubes. heat duty of each section of evaporator tubes. 
Depending on the length of the distributing header, Depending on the length of the distributing header, 
more downcomers would be necessary to avoid flow more downcomers would be necessary to avoid flow 
unbalance. It is desirable to keep the bends, branches to unbalance. It is desirable to keep the bends, branches to 
a minimum so that the pressure drop is less. The a minimum so that the pressure drop is less. The 
selection of downcomers is so done to keep the velocity selection of downcomers is so done to keep the velocity 
less than 3 m/sec.less than 3 m/sec.

Factors  affecting  CirculationFactors  affecting  Circulation



TUBES STARVED AND FAILEDTUBES STARVED AND FAILED



Heated down comersHeated down comers

In some boilers the downcomers are subject to heat In some boilers the downcomers are subject to heat 
transfer, for e.g. rear section of boiler bank in Bi drum transfer, for e.g. rear section of boiler bank in Bi drum 
boilers. The circulation pattern in these boiler evaporator boilers. The circulation pattern in these boiler evaporator 
tubes is a function of heat transfer. In case of heated tubes is a function of heat transfer. In case of heated 
downcomers, burning of tubes may take place if the downcomers, burning of tubes may take place if the 
design is defective. There could be stagnation of water design is defective. There could be stagnation of water 
in some tubes depending on the heat pick up.in some tubes depending on the heat pick up.



Downcomer location & entry  arrangement inside Downcomer location & entry  arrangement inside 
the drumthe drum
Depending on the Boiler configuration downcomers may Depending on the Boiler configuration downcomers may 
be directly connected to steam drum or else to mud be directly connected to steam drum or else to mud 
drum. One should ensure that the entry of subdrum. One should ensure that the entry of sub--cooled cooled 
water is smooth into the downcomer. water is smooth into the downcomer. 
A down comer directly connected to steam drum is A down comer directly connected to steam drum is 
vulnerable to steam bubble entry into the downcomer. vulnerable to steam bubble entry into the downcomer. 
In such a case the circulation is affected. Instead of In such a case the circulation is affected. Instead of 
using big pipes, more no of smaller diameter pipe would using big pipes, more no of smaller diameter pipe would 
avoid this.  Vortex breaker would be necessary to avoid avoid this.  Vortex breaker would be necessary to avoid 
steam entry into the downcomer pipesteam entry into the downcomer pipe..



In case a set of bank tubes are used for taking water to In case a set of bank tubes are used for taking water to 
mud drum, One should ensure that the steam does not mud drum, One should ensure that the steam does not 
enter these tubes during water level fluctuation. enter these tubes during water level fluctuation. 

Proper baffle plates would be necessary to avoid mix up Proper baffle plates would be necessary to avoid mix up 
of steam water mixture from risers section to of steam water mixture from risers section to 
downcomer section.downcomer section.

Downcomers taken from mud drum are very safe.Downcomers taken from mud drum are very safe.

An obstruction in front of downcomer can cause the poor An obstruction in front of downcomer can cause the poor 
circulation in evaporator tubes. circulation in evaporator tubes. 



Arrangement of evaporator tubesArrangement of evaporator tubes
The circulation in each evaporator tube is dependent on The circulation in each evaporator tube is dependent on 
how much it receives heat. If there is nonhow much it receives heat. If there is non--uniform uniform 
heating among evaporator tubes, One can expect nonheating among evaporator tubes, One can expect non--
uniform flow. At times even flow reversal can take place. uniform flow. At times even flow reversal can take place. 
In some situations the water may become stagnated In some situations the water may become stagnated 
leading to water with high TDS or high pH. Localized leading to water with high TDS or high pH. Localized 
corrosion of tubes would occur. corrosion of tubes would occur. 



Improper operation of boilerImproper operation of boiler
Depending upon the boiler capacity there may be Depending upon the boiler capacity there may be 
number of burners / compartments in a boiler. This is number of burners / compartments in a boiler. This is 
required in order to achieve the boiler turn down in an required in order to achieve the boiler turn down in an 
efficient way.efficient way.

In FBC boilers no of compartments are provided for turn In FBC boilers no of compartments are provided for turn 
down. Operating only certain compartments all the time down. Operating only certain compartments all the time 
would cause stagnation of water in unheated section of would cause stagnation of water in unheated section of 
bed coils. The concentration dissolved solids, pH could bed coils. The concentration dissolved solids, pH could 
be far different from the bulk water chemistry. This leads be far different from the bulk water chemistry. This leads 
to corrosion of boiler tubes.to corrosion of boiler tubes.



Similarly, operating same burner would heat the Similarly, operating same burner would heat the 
evaporator tubes in nonevaporator tubes in non--uniform way leading to different uniform way leading to different 
water chemistry in unheated section of furnace tubes.water chemistry in unheated section of furnace tubes.



Feed pump operationFeed pump operation
In lowIn low--pressure boilers, (pressure below 21 kg/cmpressure boilers, (pressure below 21 kg/cm22), the ), the 
feed pump on /off operation is usually linked to level feed pump on /off operation is usually linked to level 
switches in the steam drum. When the pump is in off switches in the steam drum. When the pump is in off 
mode, it is likely that the steam bubbles would enter the mode, it is likely that the steam bubbles would enter the 
downcomer tubes and cause loss of circulation.downcomer tubes and cause loss of circulation.



Arrangement of evaporative sections and the  Arrangement of evaporative sections and the  
interconnection  between sectionsinterconnection  between sections
In certain configuration of boilers it is possible to obtain In certain configuration of boilers it is possible to obtain 
better circulation by interconnecting a wellbetter circulation by interconnecting a well--heated heated 
evaporator sections to poorly heated evaporator section. evaporator sections to poorly heated evaporator section. 
It would be necessary to separate the poorly heated It would be necessary to separate the poorly heated 
section if it lies in parallel to well heated section. The section if it lies in parallel to well heated section. The 
downcomers & risers are to be arranged separately so downcomers & risers are to be arranged separately so 
that the reliable circulation can be ensured. This that the reliable circulation can be ensured. This 
principle is called sectionalizing for reliable circulation. principle is called sectionalizing for reliable circulation. 
The inlet headers / outlet headers shall be partitioned for The inlet headers / outlet headers shall be partitioned for 
this purpose.this purpose.



However, it is desirable to arrange the evaporative However, it is desirable to arrange the evaporative 
surface in such a way that heat flux & heat duties in surface in such a way that heat flux & heat duties in 
various circuits are more or less same.various circuits are more or less same.

If tubes are inclined close to horizontal, the steam If tubes are inclined close to horizontal, the steam 
separation would take place leading to overheating of separation would take place leading to overheating of 
tubestubes



No of risers , pipe Inside diameter, bends, No of risers , pipe Inside diameter, bends, 
branchesbranches
No of risers are so selected that the velocity inside the No of risers are so selected that the velocity inside the 
pipes would be 5 pipes would be 5 –– 6 6 m/sm/s. The no of risers are selected . The no of risers are selected 
in such a way the flow unbalance is minimum. It is in such a way the flow unbalance is minimum. It is 
preferable to adopt long radius bends to keep the preferable to adopt long radius bends to keep the 
pressure drop to minimum. The no off bends, branches pressure drop to minimum. The no off bends, branches 
should be kept as minimum possible as these elements should be kept as minimum possible as these elements 
contribute for highcontribute for high--pressure drop.pressure drop.



Arrangement of risers in the drumArrangement of risers in the drum
The risers are arranged in such a way that the pressure The risers are arranged in such a way that the pressure 
drop is minimum.  The baffles are spaced apart to keep drop is minimum.  The baffles are spaced apart to keep 
the obstruction to flow is minimum. Instead of the obstruction to flow is minimum. Instead of 
terminating the risers below the water level in the drum, terminating the risers below the water level in the drum, 
it would be better to terminate above water level in the it would be better to terminate above water level in the 
steam drum as it allow free entry. steam drum as it allow free entry. 



Feed distributor inside the steam drum Feed distributor inside the steam drum 
Feed distributor shall be arranged in such way that the Feed distributor shall be arranged in such way that the 
subsub--cooled water enters the downcomer section. This cooled water enters the downcomer section. This 
will ensure that the good hydrostatic head is available will ensure that the good hydrostatic head is available 
for circulation.  for circulation.  

Drum Internals arrangementDrum Internals arrangement
Drum internals such as baffles, cyclone separator also Drum internals such as baffles, cyclone separator also 
form part of the natural circulation circuit. form part of the natural circulation circuit. 

The baffles are arranged in such a way the steam would The baffles are arranged in such a way the steam would 
rise easily to the steam space without much resistance. rise easily to the steam space without much resistance. 
HighHigh--pressure drop in the drum internals will retard the pressure drop in the drum internals will retard the 
flow through evaporator tubesflow through evaporator tubes..



Slagging of furnace tubesSlagging of furnace tubes
The design of the furnace shall be in such a way that the The design of the furnace shall be in such a way that the 
Slagging of the fuel ash is avoided. Slagging retards the Slagging of the fuel ash is avoided. Slagging retards the 
heat transfer to tubes and thus the driving force for heat transfer to tubes and thus the driving force for 
circulation will come down. At locations where the tubes circulation will come down. At locations where the tubes 
are clean, this would lead to overheating of tubes. If are clean, this would lead to overheating of tubes. If 
unavoidable, soot blowers shall be so arranged that the unavoidable, soot blowers shall be so arranged that the 
uniform heat flux to evaporative sections be not uniform heat flux to evaporative sections be not 
hindered. hindered. 



Critical heat flux, Allowable steam quality, Critical heat flux, Allowable steam quality, 
recommended fluid velocityrecommended fluid velocity
In the design of furnace, the heat flux should not be In the design of furnace, the heat flux should not be 
higher that a limit beyond which the tube will burn. higher that a limit beyond which the tube will burn. 
Several correlations are available on this. Several correlations are available on this. 

In a circuit the steam produced divided by the mass flow In a circuit the steam produced divided by the mass flow 
would be the quality of steam produced in the circuit. would be the quality of steam produced in the circuit. 
The allowable steam quality has been found be The allowable steam quality has been found be 
dependent on the heat flux, mass velocity and the steam dependent on the heat flux, mass velocity and the steam 
pressure. pressure. 



Even after ensuring that the heat flux and steam quality Even after ensuring that the heat flux and steam quality 
are safe, the entry velocity is important to avoid are safe, the entry velocity is important to avoid 
departure from nucleate boiling.  For vertical rising departure from nucleate boiling.  For vertical rising 
circuit the velocity is in the range of 0.3 circuit the velocity is in the range of 0.3 m/sm/s to 1.5 to 1.5 m/sm/s. . 
for inclined circuit the velocity shall be in the range of for inclined circuit the velocity shall be in the range of 
1.54 1.54 m/sm/s to 3 to 3 m/sm/s. . 



In a circuit, the circulation takes place due to difference In a circuit, the circulation takes place due to difference 
in density between the cold water in the downcomer in density between the cold water in the downcomer 
circuit and the density of steam water mixture in the circuit and the density of steam water mixture in the 
evaporator tube. evaporator tube. 

The flow will increase as the heat input is more and the The flow will increase as the heat input is more and the 
density of water steam mixture decreases in the density of water steam mixture decreases in the 
evaporative circuit. But pressure loss in a circuit rises as evaporative circuit. But pressure loss in a circuit rises as 
the flow increases. the flow increases. 

Analyzing for boiler water circulationAnalyzing for boiler water circulation



Hence there will be appoint of balancing at which time Hence there will be appoint of balancing at which time 
the pressure loss is equal to the head. In order to the pressure loss is equal to the head. In order to 
improve / retard the flow, the circuit may be rearranged improve / retard the flow, the circuit may be rearranged 
duly considering the above discussed factors. duly considering the above discussed factors. 

Using MSEXCEL, practically any circuit can be analyzed Using MSEXCEL, practically any circuit can be analyzed 
for the circulationfor the circulation ..



Circulation checkCirculation check-- stepssteps

1.1. Estimate the steam generated in each Estimate the steam generated in each 
evaporator section such as bed coil, front evaporator section such as bed coil, front 
waterwall, rear waterwall, side waterwall, rear waterwall, side 
waterwall.waterwall.

2.2. Assume a circulation ratio and compute Assume a circulation ratio and compute 
total flow. total flow. 

3.3. Provide feeding pipes (downcomers) and Provide feeding pipes (downcomers) and 
relieving pipes ( risers). Check allowable relieving pipes ( risers). Check allowable 
velocity is not exceeded.velocity is not exceeded.



Circulation checkCirculation check-- stepssteps

4.4. Make a feasible downcomer & riser Make a feasible downcomer & riser 
layout to avoid interferences.layout to avoid interferences.

5.5. Make a resistance diagram which depicts Make a resistance diagram which depicts 
the nodes and flow path.the nodes and flow path.

6.6. List the length, height, bends etc which List the length, height, bends etc which 
are required for calculating hydrostatic are required for calculating hydrostatic 
head and pressure drop. head and pressure drop. 







WATER PRESSURE DROP IN A PIPE/TUBEWATER PRESSURE DROP IN A PIPE/TUBE

95.1*1000*F^1.85*TEL/(ID^4.85)95.1*1000*F^1.85*TEL/(ID^4.85)

F = FLOW IN A TUBE/PIPE , KG/SF = FLOW IN A TUBE/PIPE , KG/S
TEL = TOTAL EQUIVALENT LENGTH,MTEL = TOTAL EQUIVALENT LENGTH,M
ID = PIPE/TUBE INSIDE DIAMETER, MMID = PIPE/TUBE INSIDE DIAMETER, MM



STEAM WATER MIXTURE PRESSURE DROP IN STEAM WATER MIXTURE PRESSURE DROP IN 
A PIPE/TUBEA PIPE/TUBE

8.1*10^9*(0.024*TEL/ID)*SV*F^2/(ID)^48.1*10^9*(0.024*TEL/ID)*SV*F^2/(ID)^4
F = FLOW IN A TUBE/PIPE , KG/SF = FLOW IN A TUBE/PIPE , KG/S
TEL = TOTAL EQUIVALENT LENGTH,MTEL = TOTAL EQUIVALENT LENGTH,M
ID = PIPE/TUBE INSIDE DIAMETER, MMID = PIPE/TUBE INSIDE DIAMETER, MM
SV=SPECIFIC VOLUMESV=SPECIFIC VOLUME



ACCELERATION LOSSACCELERATION LOSS

Fm^2*(SVFm^2*(SVii--SVSVoo)/9.81)/9.81

Fm = MASS VELOCITY A TUBE/PIPE , KG/M2/SFm = MASS VELOCITY A TUBE/PIPE , KG/M2/S
SVSVII=SPECIFIC VOLUME AT INLET, M3/KG=SPECIFIC VOLUME AT INLET, M3/KG
SVSVOO=SPECIFIC VOLUME AT OUTLET, M3/KG=SPECIFIC VOLUME AT OUTLET, M3/KG



AVAILABLE HEADAVAILABLE HEAD

AVAILABLE HEAD= AVAILABLE HEAD= HHdcdc*D*Ddcdc--HHe1e1*D*De1e1--
HHe2e2*D*De2e2--HHe3e3*D*De3e3--HHe4e4*D*De4e4--HHe5e5*D*De5 e5 kg/m2kg/m2

HHdcdc= height in Meters of downcomer, m= height in Meters of downcomer, m
DDdcdc= density of water in downcomer, = density of water in downcomer, 
kg/m3kg/m3
DDe1e1 = density of steam water mixture in  = density of steam water mixture in  
tube / pipe of ntube / pipe of nth th elementelement







Circulation checkCirculation check-- stepssteps

7.7. Assume some flow from drum to Assume some flow from drum to 
downcomers.downcomers.

8.8. The flow split at each node is assumed The flow split at each node is assumed 
for the moment.for the moment.

9.9. The pressure drop in each element & The pressure drop in each element & cktckt
are calculated.are calculated.

10.10. Similarly the available head is calculated.Similarly the available head is calculated.



Circulation checkCirculation check-- stepssteps

11.11. Iterative calculations are done for the Iterative calculations are done for the 
following criteria.following criteria.
The pressure drop across parallel The pressure drop across parallel cktsckts
should be same.should be same.
In each In each cktckt, the available head should be , the available head should be 
equal to pressure drop.equal to pressure drop.



Circulation checkCirculation check-- stepssteps

11.11. The mass flow rate , velocity and The mass flow rate , velocity and 
circulation ratio are checked for circulation ratio are checked for 
satisfactory numbers. satisfactory numbers. 

12.12. If not the downcomer / riser If not the downcomer / riser –– sizing / sizing / 
number are changed till the mass flow number are changed till the mass flow 
rate, velocity and circulation ratio are rate, velocity and circulation ratio are 
satisfactory.satisfactory.



CHECK ON CR & MASS VELOCITYCHECK ON CR & MASS VELOCITY



The design of the boiler is not necessarily such a    mere The design of the boiler is not necessarily such a    mere 
calculation of Heat transfer surfaces. It is much beyond calculation of Heat transfer surfaces. It is much beyond 
that. One such subject of importance is undoubtedly the that. One such subject of importance is undoubtedly the 
circulation. circulation. 

Conclusion Conclusion 



Pressure drop in SH & Pressure drop in SH & 
safety valve selectionsafety valve selection



Pressure drop in SH circuitPressure drop in SH circuit



Pressure drop in SH circuitPressure drop in SH circuit





Safety valve sizingSafety valve sizing
First safety valve to float should be MS line.First safety valve to float should be MS line.
Same time drum SV I should not float.Same time drum SV I should not float.
Margin is required between drum SV I & SV II Margin is required between drum SV I & SV II 
set pressures.set pressures.
Total steam relieving capacities should be equal Total steam relieving capacities should be equal 
to boiler steam generation capacityto boiler steam generation capacity
Boiler design pressure has to be drum SV 2 set Boiler design pressure has to be drum SV 2 set 
pressurepressure







Boiler feed pump sizingBoiler feed pump sizing

Specified for 2 duty conditionsSpecified for 2 duty conditions
Normal flow & drum SV 2 floatsNormal flow & drum SV 2 floats
Margin flow & normal pressureMargin flow & normal pressure







Steam purification by Steam purification by 
drum internalsdrum internals



IMPORTANCE OF STEAM DRUM IMPORTANCE OF STEAM DRUM 

The drum internals include baffle plates, cyclone The drum internals include baffle plates, cyclone 
type separators, Chevron separators or screen type separators, Chevron separators or screen 
driers, perforated boxes. driers, perforated boxes. 

The drum diameter should be selected so that the The drum diameter should be selected so that the 
distance from waterdistance from water--steam interface to driers is steam interface to driers is 
quite adequate. Failure to address this would quite adequate. Failure to address this would 
result in carryover.result in carryover.



DRUM INTERNAL GEOMETRYDRUM INTERNAL GEOMETRY

There is no single standard method to arrange the There is no single standard method to arrange the 
drum internals. The boiler configuration calls for drum internals. The boiler configuration calls for 
extensive variation of drum internal arrangement extensive variation of drum internal arrangement 
between boilermakers and even within the product between boilermakers and even within the product 
range of single manufacturer. range of single manufacturer. 

Improper internals arrangement is a major cause for Improper internals arrangement is a major cause for 
carryover. There is always good scope for improving carryover. There is always good scope for improving 
the steam quality by critically reviewing the present the steam quality by critically reviewing the present 
arrangements.arrangements.



Drum internal design should aim at fulfilling the Drum internal design should aim at fulfilling the 
following criteria. following criteria. 
•• Reducing the turbulence created by the risers & Reducing the turbulence created by the risers & 

downcomers by adopting baffles.downcomers by adopting baffles.
•• Creating a tortuous path for steam before it Creating a tortuous path for steam before it 

enters drier section.enters drier section.
•• Provide adequate drier section to trap water Provide adequate drier section to trap water 

droplets and drain off without allowing redroplets and drain off without allowing re--
entrainment into the steam.entrainment into the steam.

•• Maximize the distance between the waterMaximize the distance between the water--steam steam 
interface and the driers.interface and the driers.

•• Distribute the chemicals over the entire drum Distribute the chemicals over the entire drum 
lengthlength



•• Extract the blow down water across the entire Extract the blow down water across the entire 
drum lengthdrum length

•• Distribute the feed water without creating Distribute the feed water without creating 
turbulenceturbulence

LowLow--pressure boilers, generally, the fire tube boilers pressure boilers, generally, the fire tube boilers 
are provided with dry pipes at steam pipe inlet. are provided with dry pipes at steam pipe inlet. 

HighHigh--pressure boilers are to be provided with multi pressure boilers are to be provided with multi 
stage separators such as cyclones, chevron stage separators such as cyclones, chevron 
separators. Some boilermakers use demisters with separators. Some boilermakers use demisters with 
higher drum sizes.higher drum sizes.



DRUM WITH CYCLONES

BLOW DOWN AT CYCLONE 
BOTTOM

FEED PIPE & CHEM DOSING 
CLOSE BY

DRIER- 2 STAGE

A GOOD DRUM A GOOD DRUM 
DESIGNDESIGN



DRUM WITH CYCLONES

BLOW DOWN AT CYCLONE BOTTOM

FEED PIPE & CHEM DOSING CLOSE BY

DRIER- 1 STAGE

A GOOD DRUM DESIGNA GOOD DRUM DESIGN



DRUM WITHOUT CYCLONES

BLOW DOWN AT BAFFLE BOX 
BOTTOM

FEED PIPE & CHEM DOSING 
CLOSE BY

DRIER- 2 STAGE

A GOOD DRUM A GOOD DRUM 
DESIGNDESIGN



DRUM WITH CYCLONES

BLOW DOWN AT CYCLONE BOTTOM

FEED PIPE & CHEM DOSING NEAR 
BY

DRIER- WIRE MESH TYPE

A GOOD DRUM DESIGNA GOOD DRUM DESIGN











WORKING PRINCIPLE OF CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATORWORKING PRINCIPLE OF CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR

•• Centrifugal force Centrifugal force 
separate water separate water 
and steamand steam

•• The water forms a The water forms a 
layer against the layer against the 
cylinder walls, and cylinder walls, and 
the steam moves the steam moves 
to the core of the to the core of the 
cylinder and then cylinder and then 
upward.upward.





CONDITION OF DRUM INTERNALSCONDITION OF DRUM INTERNALS

Whatever be the proper engineering & supply made Whatever be the proper engineering & supply made 
by the boiler vendor, it is possible that things go by the boiler vendor, it is possible that things go 
wrong in erection at site. Even in operating boilers, wrong in erection at site. Even in operating boilers, 
the drum internals get disturbed during the drum internals get disturbed during 
maintenance. The drum internals fail due to maintenance. The drum internals fail due to 
corrosion in service due to poor water chemistry or corrosion in service due to poor water chemistry or 
improper boiler storage at idle times. Regular check improper boiler storage at idle times. Regular check 
by the manufacturer or competent boiler consultant by the manufacturer or competent boiler consultant 
would be worth. would be worth. 



Poor design Poor design –– chemical dosing & CBD close bychemical dosing & CBD close by



GOOD GOOD 
DRUM DRUM 

BAD BAD 
DRUM DRUM 



PRESSURE PARTS PRESSURE PARTS 

NONNON--PRESSURE PARTS PRESSURE PARTS 

BOILER SUPPORTING SYSTEM



ZERO POINT OF THERMAL EXPANSION ZERO POINT OF THERMAL EXPANSION 

DIRECTION OF THERMAL EXPANSIONDIRECTION OF THERMAL EXPANSION

SINGLE DRUMSINGLE DRUM



REQUIREMENT OF SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR REQUIREMENT OF SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR 
BOILERSBOILERS

Should have adequate factor of safety ( a factor of 2)Should have adequate factor of safety ( a factor of 2)
Should take care of thermal expansion.Should take care of thermal expansion.
Should ensure even loading of supports in case of multi Should ensure even loading of supports in case of multi 
point support system.point support system.
Expansion joints shall be planned for accommodating Expansion joints shall be planned for accommodating 
differential thermal expansion. differential thermal expansion. 
Boiler shall be guided along the zero axes.Boiler shall be guided along the zero axes.



HEADERSHEADERS

DEFLECTION LIMITED TO 3DEFLECTION LIMITED TO 3ºº

ROCKERS FOR DEFLECTION ROCKERS FOR DEFLECTION 

BEFORE

IN 
SERVICE

HH=3 TO 4 M



TOP SUPPORTEDTOP SUPPORTEDPRESSURE PARTS-

PREFERED FOR SINGLE DRUM PREFERED FOR SINGLE DRUM 

BOILERS. BOILERS. 

FOR HIGHER CAPACITIES TO FOR HIGHER CAPACITIES TO 

PREVENT BUCKLING PREVENT BUCKLING 



GIRTH SUPPORTEDGIRTH SUPPORTEDPRESSURE PARTS-

PREFERED FOR BI DRUM BOILERS. PREFERED FOR BI DRUM BOILERS. 

(BAFFLE LESS)(BAFFLE LESS)



BOTTOM SUPPORTEDBOTTOM SUPPORTEDPRESSURE PARTS-

PREFERED FOR BAFFLED BI DRUM BOILERS. PREFERED FOR BAFFLED BI DRUM BOILERS. 



SUPER HEATER SUPPORTSSUPER HEATER SUPPORTS



SINCE THE WW PANEL & SH ARE DIFFERENTIALLY SINCE THE WW PANEL & SH ARE DIFFERENTIALLY 
SUPPORTED, THE COILS SHOULD FREELY MOVE IN SUPPORTED, THE COILS SHOULD FREELY MOVE IN 
THE ROOF OPENINGS. THE ROOF OPENINGS. 



ROOF PANEL/NOSE PANEL SUPPORTROOF PANEL/NOSE PANEL SUPPORT



ROOF PANEL/NOSE PANEL SUPPORTROOF PANEL/NOSE PANEL SUPPORT



DRUM SUPPORT (HANGER)DRUM SUPPORT (HANGER)



DRUM SUPPORT (HANGER)DRUM SUPPORT (HANGER)



ALTERNATE DRUM SUPPORTALTERNATE DRUM SUPPORT



MACHINED BASE PLATEMACHINED BASE PLATE



AIR HEATER AIR HEATER 
ASSEMBLYASSEMBLY



BOTTOM BOTTOM 
SUPPORT OF SUPPORT OF 
AIR HEATERAIR HEATER



APH support arrangement to permit APH support arrangement to permit 
expansionexpansion



ECONOMISER ECONOMISER 
ASSEMBLYASSEMBLY



Typical support for  economiserTypical support for  economiser



TOP SUPPORT TOP SUPPORT 
OF OF 

ECONOMISERECONOMISER



SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR  
ECONOMISER COILSECONOMISER COILS

AA

SECTION-AA



DUCT SYSTEM DESIGNDUCT SYSTEM DESIGN
Normal gas velocity in ducts ( dust laden)Normal gas velocity in ducts ( dust laden)--
12 12 m/sm/s
Normal gas velocity in ducts ( dust free Normal gas velocity in ducts ( dust free --
16m/s16m/s
Air velocity in ducts Air velocity in ducts --12 12 m/sm/s
Air velocity in distribution system 10 Air velocity in distribution system 10 m/sm/s..
Smooth transitionsSmooth transitions
Favorable ducting system for desired fan Favorable ducting system for desired fan 
performanceperformance
Stiffeners to withstand gas / air pressure, Stiffeners to withstand gas / air pressure, 
ash load.ash load.
Expansion joints to take care of thermal Expansion joints to take care of thermal 
expansionexpansion









BASIC PRINCIPLE





Poor inlet conditions to fansPoor inlet conditions to fans



DESIGN FOR EASE OF MAINTANANCEDESIGN FOR EASE OF MAINTANANCE

WELDING ACCESSWELDING ACCESS
INSPECTION ACCESSINSPECTION ACCESS
ACCESS FOR MECHANICAL ACCESS FOR MECHANICAL 
CLEANINGCLEANING
VIEW PORTS FOR VIEW PORTS FOR 
OPERATIONAL INSPECTIONOPERATIONAL INSPECTION

HANDHOLES FOR HEADERSHANDHOLES FOR HEADERS
STEAM DRUM MANHOLESSTEAM DRUM MANHOLES
HOPPER INPSECTION HOPPER INPSECTION 
DOORSDOORS
PENTHOUSE DOORSPENTHOUSE DOORS


